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Like its digital elph predecessors, canon the new PowerShot SD1100 IS looks and feels great. Its price of about $249 puts a square center point in-shoot, but its robust features-- including Canon's fast Digic III processor, maximum aperture f2.8, and exceptional image quality -- allow it to compete with cameras that cost significantly more. Although the
SD1100 offers many improvements on the older SD1000, the new model has some minor flaws. First, Canon is shaved 3mm from the wide-angle 3X optical end, giving it a 38-114mm focal length--meaning&#160;ciao, wide-angle imagery. The SD1100 also shoots hair slower than its predecessor (albeit faster than its lower competitors' prices), with the option
of a burst 1.3 frames per second. Finally, Canon softened Elph's previously square edges, which I find taken away from his classy design and, surprisingly, his comfort in hand. Nevertheless, the SD1100 is an exceptional small camera. Not only is its unified chassis one of the most striking and sight-enduring point-and-shoots around, the &amp;#160;model is
perfect for pocket and totally fun to use. SD1100 buttons are logically positioned, its menu items--except some&amp;#160;more esoteric settings--is easy to find. The video is standard, and the movie lengths are limited only by the size of the memory card. Although the SD1100 doesn't have the right manual functionality-- it doesn't have the aperture or
shutter priority, its shooting modes and manual settings are stelar. It offers nine scene modes, including excellent macro mode, Kids &amp; Pets mode and the new Sunset mode (infinitely more practical than Aquarium and Fireworks modes). Both the way the night clip and slow syncro flash settings have created well-lit night clips (in the bar and on the
street). For more control, the Long Shutter setting slows the shutter speed to as much as 15 seconds.&amp;#160; As for white balance, I rarely had to rely on anything except the SD1100's Automatic setting, even though the camera has six white-balance modes, plus a custom mode. However, I found Canon's new Face Detection Technology and Face
Selection &amp; Motion Selection modes that are cumasirous and ineffective, and rely instead on handy Focus and AF (autofocus) Locks and his excellent way of measuring the spot. (Call me old school.) In our laboratory tests, the SD1100 hit higher overall image quality than almost all of its competitors. On the sharpness scale, only a few of the cameras
we tested beat the SD1100 (including Kodak's EasyShare V1253, Fuji's FinePix F50fd and Casio's EX-Z1080), but they all cost more. To combat camera stress in low-light situations, Canon has added his own image stabilizer function, but I find his presence quite unknown as it will most likely be on most shots. Despite a few minor problems, is SD1100 is a
joy to use, and produces photos for your class. If you can get out without a truly wide-angle lens, you'll be more satisfied with IS SD1100. And, man, does he look cool? Visit our Digital Cameras Info Center for our comparison charts, news and reviews of the latest models, as well as tips for taking pictures and shopping. --Danny Palmerlee This story, Canon
PowerShot SD1100 IS Digital Camera was originally published by PCWorld. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more details, please read our affiliate links policy. Compact and lightweightGreat macro pageantConsumer testers find it easy to useMediocre image qualityMoinable quality
videosNehod LCD screenJadhic zoom control There are no fan manuals for instructions? Then pick up the Canon PowerShot A2200. This compact camera is easy to use, so you'll be recording like a pro right out of the box. It is compact and lightweight, and offers excellent macro focus so you can get clear shots from close-ups, without problems. The quality
of the photos was a surprising summary, though, and we also didn't like the zoom jump control. The latter is no big deal when taking pictures, but you'll definitely notice that your videos look less than smooth if you zoom in and out. We weren't impressed with the quality of the video we recorded in low-light conditions, but less clearly it didn't help with the
pixelated LCD screen. Type: Compact optical zoom: 4x Reviewed: September 2011Pricena Upon review: $139.00 This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. More information about this and similar content can be found on the piano.io J. Johnson Canon U.S.A. Inc. sells
different types of small consumer electronics for business or recreational use. For example, Canon offers a variety of digital cameras for professional and beginner photographers. The PowerShot line includes several different models. Register your PowerShot as soon as possible to speed up customer service if you need it. You can complete your
registration online. Go to the States. Canon.com to register your PowerShot camera. In the top menu, move your mouse over Consumer &amp; Home Office and click on Product Registration. Create a new account by clicking Create canon account. Enter the user ID and password, and then click Continue. Enter your email address, name, mailing address,
phone number, and answer security questions. Then click the send button to create an account. Click the area of the screen where it says Click here to redirect it to the sign-in screen. Enter the user ID and password, and then click the logon button. Click Product Registration, and then click Digital Compact Cameras from the Product Type list (PowerShot
cameras fall under this category). Select the PowerShot series for the camera. If you're not sure, you can click Other PowerShot. Click the model number for the PowerShot camera. Enter all the information needed to product, including name, postal address, e-mail address, date of and the serial number of the PowerShot camera. Click the send button to
register your product with Canon. Excellent image stabilizationDixic quality photos and videosSucall GPS tagging Tasters have found the layout menu easy to useTeg 14x optical zoomLower photo speed as comparable models of PowerShot SX230 HS, which allows GPS, is a powerful compact camera with excellent photo and video performance. We
particularly liked the self-tightening of tracking (to move entities) and the rapid re-taste of speed. Its great image stabilization promises a clearer picture every time, even if you move, and 14x zoom is a nice bonus as well. Only the slow speeds of camera photography came about because of the criticism, which means you'll have to wait longer between the
pictures. Type: High-end compact Optical Zoom: 14x Reviewed: September 2011Price When Reviewed: $349.00 This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. More information about this and similar content can be found on the piano.io (Pocket-lint) - It is difficult to ignore
canon powershot sx50 HS optical zoom. Never before has a superzoom on a table with features with a 24-1200mm equivalent lens - something that, in terms of maximum optical length, leaves all other superzoome in the sein. But does the SX50 HS overreact to focusing on big numbers rather than big capacity? Holy silence, that's one big lens. But the SX50
HS really isn't that big in the hand. It may not be a compact compact that is made true, but it is similar in size to its nearest competitors. Pocket-lintThi secret is partly, the lens is more limited maximum aperture than its predecessor SX40. Not after load, but maximum f/3.4-6.5 is not the impressive f/2.8 offered by the Panasonic FZ200 in full zoom. Different
cameras, different ideas, but one thing is clear - Canon is all about that mega-focal length that is twice the size of the top panasonic. READ: Panasonic Lumix FZ200 review But is much more like a lens. The SX50's inclusion of a standard hotshoe - not obscured like the one on the SX40 - means it's easy to attach accessories such as an optional Speedlite
flashgun, while deeper grip makes the camera's holding feels more natural and peaceful than previous SX series models. The Pocket-lint Camera's 2.8-inch, 461k-dot resolution, vari- kotNI LCD screen is useful for gear for belt-level shots or above the head and can be twisted into pretty much any positions on the side of the camera or a filed screen
protection. We used it a lot in testing and it was well done in bright sunlight. If the sun gets too much then there is also a 0.2-inch electronic viewfinder, although it is a small window in the world and therefore not the most comfortable for the eye. Viewers are credited with missing the tag in any given superzoom camera, as is the case here, though The offer is
not worse than similar competition and still has a lot of use in trying to soothe those longer shots at distances. In many ways, this is necessary. Pocket-lintSoting modes also cover a wide range: Smart Auto heads up point and shooting options, but the dialing mode at the top of the camera also comes equipped with the usual range of manual shooting modes.
These can be controlled using the rear d-pad, which doubles as a rotational call. The lack of a second thumb on the front of the camera is somewhat shameful, and we would also like to see some functional buttons added, as the camera layout is somewhat of a rarity. Unlikely to be buy-breakers, but these more DSLR-like controls would help the SX50 HS feel
more complete. When we first saw the SX50 HS, we were a little worried about the massive zoom area. The 1200mm equivalent is massive, introducing issues with manually holding the frame equally. Canon's image stabilization system, based on lenses, has worked well with previous SX models and while continuing to operate to a very high standard in the
SX50, that 1200mm equivalent is still very complex to use. The smallest movements can see that half of the subject flies out of the frame, while any slight knee-jerk reactions will send the stabilizing system into overdrive - to the point where it can't help. The light length is one of those nice things to have, but it would be a brighter maximum aperture, since the
f/6.5 maximum at the top of the zoom range limits the results that are possible further. Pocket-lintUsed up to about 40x, however, and the whole experience is so much more manageable. It's not as if this Canon has rather bit off more than he can chew, though, because we have to admit that the entire 50x range has impressed us more than we expected,
despite various limitations. There is also a 100x equivalent of ZoomPlus, which uses digital magnification, although we were not fans of this 2400mm equivalent crop. For wider-angle settings, this Canon can really appear in macro mode for nearby sites. Any camera that has a minimum distance of 0cm (yes, zero centimeters, it's not a key button), and the
widest angle setting will be quite impressive. Pocket-lintPopped in auto mode and the SX50 HS does a good job of focusing quickly, although the self-centered system can get a little too excited and focus on some strange areas of the image rather than the primary object. The facial detection system can find imaginary faces, for example, so we found that
using manual options and various user-defined options was an advantage. The 1-area acuity area still cannot be completely moved to the very edge of the frame, but the selected area - which can be moved between small and medium sizes - can be positioned through most. Pocket-lintTe is an explosive mode that can extract 10 shots in under a second, but
the camera will repair the ostity and exposure in doing so. this special mode is 2.2fps burst limited to 0.9fps 0.9fps automatically ostation. The ability to focus tracking, which emphasizes the topic and tracks it to maintain focus, works fine, but this type of continuous sharpness is neither nearly as fast nor capable as a single mode of auto-status. It's a fairly
standard compact camera. Hi, the camera's raw, we're expecting you. That's right, the SX50 HS includes not only JPEG capture, but promotes its image roster with a 12-bit raw file capture. This will get more demanding users champing at a bit. Pocket-lintThe PowerShot SX50's ISO 80-6400 sensitivity gives a wide range to work in all conditions, although we
will say straight from the bat: the sensitivity of the ISO 6400 is a step too far. High iso settings are important for superzoom cameras for many reasons. The SX50 is more limited by the largest lamp at longer focal lengths, meaning that less light can reach the sensor and therefore in many cases a higher iso setting will be required when shooting a handheld
device. This long light distance also introduces greater sensitivity to physical movement, and the general rule of thumb is that the shutter speed must be equal to the shutter speed with an equivalent light length - i.e. 50mm at 1/50th sec, 1000mm at 1/1000th sec and so on - in order to maintain optimal sharpness. But when setting 1200mm, recording at
1/1200th second on the maximum aperture f/6.5 even in daylight will take some work, and the automatic camera mode all but ignores the match up to such settings. Lower ISOs have an advantage, and for good reason. The pocket-lint On the 12.1-million pixel 1/2.3-inch CMOS sensor looks like an SX40 sensor on paper. Canon has put some work into image
processing though and so, from a general quality perspective, we think the SX50 is a step up. It's up there with the best, even though a small sensor has its limitations. In tests we found that the iso 80-800 is practically usable, each able to solve a good amount of detail without the noise level of the image compromising the overall quality of the imagery. The
quality decreases rapidly after that, but the iso iso 1600 superior sensitivity you would choose to use. Pocket-lintISO 3200 pushes the boundaries because image noise is a problem and sharpness is missing, while the ISO 6400 option suffers excessively from these issues – actually this top ISO sensitivity will be a little use. The SX50's massive zoom volume
also means that the lens also shows some compromises. There are chromatic aberrations - those red, blue and purple edges, also known as colored borders - in many paintings, and soft soft edges are also preferred. We're not surprised by how much this lens is trying to do though - anything that can offer as 24mm as 1200mm equivalents will have to be
compromised somewhere. Pocket-lintLoed some critical comments here, SX50 image quality is top-handed stuff when in context. Think of it with real expectations because it's not a DSLR, after all, and this latest superzoom is good to knock its predecessor SX40 from the highest position. This of course assumes that it is possible to use low ISO settings,
since high ISO sensitivity is not a strong point of this camera. This is the last point that, in our view, puts a shorter zoom Panasonic FZ200 in a step forward. If you say that, just move your eyes over the bright, striking and detailed images in the gallery, and you can say a lot of good about Canone's paintings directly from the camera. Like its predecessor,
Canon is not shot in film mode. The camera can capture 1080p clips at a speed of 24 frames per second, while 30fps is available for a lower HD definition option of 720p. The camera adjusts the focus and lighting during recording, and the lens can be fully used during recording, although shooting at longer beaming lengths that are manual will be as good as
warranty vomiting shots. Exposure can occasionally jump up the level that shows in playback. The fast movement introduces skew/wobble, which is also an issue, but there is nothing unusual in the film modes of Stills cameras. Even the silent barrel of the lens is not quite quiet for our ears, so it is a shame that the camera design does not include a 3.5mm
microphone plug. The judgment canon powershot SX50 HS lands one big blow with its 24-1200mm lens. But not everything is 100 per cent pink: limited aperture at the longest optical length will force the use of higher ISO settings and the lens tries to do so much that some soft and color serious issues cannot be ignored. But taken into account in context
and, behind the superzoom, the SX50 HS low ISO image and raw capture puts it right up there among the best. This is a high standard for a superzoom camera. We like the weld-angular LCD screen and how well it works in bright conditions, the fast automatic sideways step over its predecessor SX40 and the image stabilization system is really impressive
too – even if the longest between optical lengths stretches this last feature a little too far. At £449, the SX50 HS is far from a budget camera, but it knits a 1,200mm carrot lens and it's a feature no other compact camera on the market can offer. It's hard not to be impressed, and even if the most spams have their limitations, but that's how this camera feels as
a whole, which makes it such a cracker. The feeling is great in hand and brings a big crack for the budget. It says Mike Lowe. Lowe.
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